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NOTICE TO THE MARKET 
 

COMPANHIA ENERGÉTICA DE MINAS GERAIS – CEMIG (“CEMIG”), a publicly held 

company with shares traded in the stock markets of São Paulo, New York, and Madrid, 

hereby informs, the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM), B3 S.A. – Brasil, 

Bolsa, Balcão (“B3”), and the market in general that its affiliate Transmissora Aliança de 

Energia Elétrica S.A. (“Taesa”) disclosed, on December 16, 2022, a Material Fact with 

the following content: 

 

Transmissora Aliança de Energia Elétrica S.A. (B3: TAEE3, TAEE4 and TAEE11) (“Taesa” or 

the “Company”) informs it is the winning bidder for lots 3 and 5 of the Transmission Auction 

No. 02/2022, promoted on this date by the Brazilian Electricity Regulatory Agency (“ANEEL”): 

Lot 3 Lot 5 Awarded RAP (R$) 91,380,000.00 152,231,838.00 Discount 47.94% 34.21% 

Location (States) Maranhão and Pará Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina Extension to be built 

(km) 351 - ANEEL CapEx (R$) 1,117,076,926.13 1,175,719,514.64 ANEEL Construction 

Period (months) 60 60 The investment amount stipulated above for Lot 5 includes an indemnity 

of R$ 885,913,657.23 to be paid to the current concession owner on or before the date the contract 

is signed, reduced by the depreciation of the assets, and restated by the IPCA until the date of the 

effective payment, as defined in the Transmission Auction No. 02/2022 Notice (“Notice”). 

Receipt of the Permitted Annual Revenues (“RAP”) for the lots awarded above will follow the 

conditions defined in the Notice. The auction outcome is a result of the Company's strategic 

planning, its mission to connect Brazil with safe and reliable power and its vision of being the 

electrical power transmission company of greatest Value to society. The Company reinforces its 

focus on the strategic pillars of sustainable growth, value creation, financial discipline, and 

operational efficiency, confirming the commitment to transmit energy with reliability, 

transparency, and safety for society as whole while respecting the environment and all 

stakeholders. 
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